1. The LOW STAFF has _____ lines and _____ spaces.

2. The LOW STAFF lines are:

   _____

3. The LOW STAFF spaces are:

   _____

4. The FIRST THREE low staff lines are:

   _____

5. The FIRST THREE low staff spaces are:

   _____

6. Write the letter names below these notes. Then, draw a line from each note to its key on the keyboard.

   G B D A C E

7. (G-2)

Play these notes at the piano for your teacher. Always sit with your nose in front of MIDDLE C.
Write the letter names below the following notes to solve the MYSTERY MESSAGE®!

__OLL__ _N__ _N__ __LLIS__ __R__ __TWO__ __LITTL__

__IRLS__WHO__LOV__TO__PL__Y__TH__PI__NO. __TH__Y__H__V__

__L__RN____TH__IR__NOT__S__W__LL. __H__V__YOU?®
ELLISA & COLLEEN
(orchestrated accompaniment has a 2 measure count-in)
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SATURDAY SONG
(ororchestrated accompaniment has a 2 measure count-in)
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